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WEATHER FACTORS AND OUTLOOK:  
  

Drought Conditions:  As of October 1st, the U.S. Drought Monitor indicated widespread areas 
of moderate drought from the continental divide region westward across most of Arizona. Some 
areas from northwestern New Mexico westward across parts of central/northern Arizona are in 
severe drought. Any remaining areas west of the divide region are abnormally dry as are parts 
of far northern New Mexico and southeastern New Mexico into west Texas. The most recent 
U.S. Drought monthly and seasonal outlook predicts that most of present drought areas will 
worsen the next few months with the exception of far southern Arizona.  
  

Precipitation Anomalies and Outlook: Precipitation for most of September was generally near 

to Above Normal for the southern half or so of Arizona and much of the southeastern half of 
New Mexico into adjacent west Texas. Far northern New Mexico, but especially 
northern/northwestern Arizona saw much below average precipitation amounts during much of 
September. The latest CPC outlook for October exhibits Above Normal likelihood for 
precipitation for much of the southern and eastern portions of the region.   
  

Temperature Anomalies and Outlook: September saw high temperatures generally from 4-7 

degrees Above Normal generally from the divide region eastward across the eastern plains of 
New Mexico and west Texas while the southwestern 1/3 or so of the region was generally 
around 2-6 degrees Below Normal for September. The latest CPC climate outlook forecasts 
Above Normal temperatures for the eastern half or so of the region for October with more 
of a normal signal west of the divide overall.  
  

Significant  
Fire Potential  

Normal – area-wide    
Incidents of significant large fire activity typically are minimal during the month of 

October as cooler temperatures and periodic fall weather systems begin to impact 

the region with increasing regularity. Some brief episodes of elevated fire activity are 

possible in areas that see repeated drier conditions along coincident with enhanced 

windy conditions. 

Prescribed Fire 

Implications  
October normally coincides with an uptick in prescribed burning as resources are 

generally back from any out of area incidents and periods of drier weather increase 

the ability to conduct burning activities. Some burning opportunities will be available 

if burners keep a close eye on conditions, however…a wetter than normal month, 

esp. east of the divide region could pose some issues for planning. As usual, 

opportunities will be dependent on the project, location, and elevation. Ventilation 

issues will quickly become more of an issue as the month rolls on.  
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of additional resources from outside the area in which the fire situation originates.   
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*Significant Fire Potential:  The likelihood a fire situation will require mobilization  
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